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Sketch of Edward’s body. His head, hands, and 
feet will be rigid material. Arms, legs, body, and 
ears will be soft.

Unfinished model of Edward 

Edward’s head 

Edward Tulane’s journey is presented to us by a group of traveling storytellers, 

carrying all they own with them in their caravan wagon. The aesthetic of the 

show is handmade and crafty—very homespun. The storytellers use several 

types of puppets: rod, shadow, and for lack of a better way to describe it, an 

object puppet as Edward Tulane himself.

Object puppets don’t use any of the usual mechanisms that many puppets 

have—they are handled the same way people play with dolls or action figures, 

for example. But as the whole story revolves around Edward, he seems quite 

animated. I am starting by building eight Edwards in order to cover all his 

transformations. He starts in young Abilene’s elegant home very proper, fancy 

and new. But after he is separated from her, his difficult journey finds him 

submerged in the Atlantic Ocean, buried in a junkpile, thrown off a train, used 

as a scarecrow, and shattered into pieces before being restored close to his 

original condition. This fellow seems to have more costumes than the whole 

rest of the cast combined! And some of the changes near the beginning are 

so fast that it is hard to tell if we will have time to change his clothes or if we’ll 

have to switch him out completely. We probably won’t know for sure until 

rehearsal starts. Also, there is going to be one Edward, that will be a duplicate. 

When the young boy Bryce turns him into a dancing marionette, that version 

of Edward will already have the control strings attached, so the actor playing 

Bryce doesn’t have to tie them all on during the scene. That Edward will also 

be lighter than the other ones that I have cast and weighted to sit properly, so it 

will move more easily.

About the Puppets From Annett Mateo,  
Puppet Designer
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Lucy the Dog’s head will be moveable, as will her 
ears and mouth. Her legs will be free hanging but 
weighted so they move well.

There will be three rod-puppet crows, all with 
flapping wings and moving beaks. They will 
have a rougher texture, as if they might have 
been made from found objects.

Finished version of Lucy, showing the position of her control-rod mechanism

Suggested set-up for the shadow puppet sequence, with the laundry line hanging from the storytellers’ wagon

Unlike Edward, the rod puppets—Lucy the Dog 

and the crows—start very worn-in as they have 

seen a lot of life. Rod puppets are manipulated 

exactly the way they sound, by rods attached 

to their bodies. 

The third style of puppetry, shadow puppetry, 

is used to illustrate the cautionary tale that 

Abilene’s grandmother Pellegrina tells of a 

haughty princess who dismisses love. One of 

the things we see in the storytellers’ caravan 

is a long laundry line of all their clothes, 

table cloths, dish towels, and the like. This 

becomes the screen for the shadow puppet 

sequence. In the story the princess runs away 

and wanders through the woods. The actors 

Research image for Lucy’s look
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Storyboard of the puppet action for the beginning of Pellegrina’s tale. Positions of 
the shadow puppets on individual pieces of laundry are seen, and arrows mark the 
suggested movement of images from one piece of laundry to another.

Research images for shadow puppets, showing the classic illustration style 
of color surrounded by a strong black outline

A look at how shadow puppets are manipulated

will hold lights in their hands to create the shadows and move with their 

puppet(s) along the line of laundry. The whole story will take place on 

different pieces of laundry, with the actors switching puppets out, moving 

around and going from one end of the laundry line and back again, 

making it look like illustrations out of a book that have come to life. The 

shadow puppets themselves will be colorful like stained-glass windows, 

only plastic because it’s lighter. Contrasting all these styles of puppetry in 

one play is going to be fun to watch!

(Pellegrina is a bit of a trickster. There is a long history of tricksters in 

storytelling. See if you can spot her during the show in the shadow sequence 

and as a crow.)


